Cortical and spinal conditioned media modify the inward ion currents and excitability and promote differentiation of human striatal primordium.
Human striatal precursor cells (HSPs) isolated from ganglionic eminence may differentiate in electrophysiologically functional excitable neuron-like cells and a number of endogenous molecules such as hormones, neurotransmitters or growth factors can actually regulate neuronal growing and differentiation. The purpose of this research was to assess, by electrophysiological and immunocytochemical analysis, if the type of culture medium could specifically impact on the neuronal differentiation potential of HSPs. Accordingly, HSPs were maintained in different inductive media such as cortical and spinal cord conditioned media, and we estimated the possible changes in the main ion currents, excitability and expression of neuronal markers indicative of neuronal differentiation. Our results have shown that 36 h exposure to each of the conditioned media, with their blend of autocrine and paracrine growth factors, was able to modify significantly the electrophysiological membrane properties and the functional expression of inward ionic currents in selected neuronal HSPs. Moreover, although both types of conditioned media determined neuronal maturation (increased neuritogenesis and increased expression of neuronal and striatal markers), each of them leads to the occurrence of different functional features. Particularly, the spinal medium caused a stronger depolarization of the membrane potential and significantly increased the amplitude of Na+ current as well as L- and N- type Ca2+ currents, definitely modifying their kinetics. In contrast, the cortical medium mainly caused a significant and more marked increase of the membrane conductance and time constant values. These results strongly support the plasticity of our cellular model that, although already committed towards a specific phenotype, it can be differently affected by the conditioned media, thereby resulting functionally modifiable according to environmental cues.